1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

The transmissivity (T) and storage coefficient (S) of the aquifers control the movement and extraction of groundwater in the geological formations \[[@bib1]\]. These hydraulic parameters of the aquifers, which are key inputs for groundwater modeling and management, widely estimated using pumping tests \[[@bib2], [@bib3]\]. Theis (1935) developed an equation to determine the transmissivity and storage coefficient in a homogenous, isotropic, infinite areal extent confined aquifer using the measured drawdowns in an observation well located at a specific distance from a fully-penetrated tube well that is pumped in a constant rate \[[@bib4]\]. He proposed a curve-matching approach to determine the aquifer parameters, but this approach is time-consuming, requiring to know argument $u$ and well function $\left( {w\left( u \right)} \right)$; and it involves errors due to the personal judgment in determination of the best match between the observed and theoretical curves, especially when only early drawdowns are measured \[[@bib1], [@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10]\]. Some researchers have developed different simple solutions for the Theis equation to overcome these drawbacks \[[@bib2], [@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17]\].

The aquifer parameters are determined using a fitted straight line through drawdown versus logarithmic time plot for u \< 0.01 in Cooper and Jacob solution, which was developed in 1946. This solution is simple and widely used, but it suffers from the subjective judgment in fitting a straight line through those data that satisfies u \< 0.01, requiring the trial and error. The method applicability is limited by the short duration of the pumping test and large distance of observation well from the pumping well \[[@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib12], [@bib15]\].

Chow (1952) proposed a solution in which a semi-logarithmic plot is prepared similarly to the Cooper-Jacob\'s solution. A tangent at any arbitrary point is drawn and value of $F\left( u \right)$, a function defined by him, is calculated using the corresponding drawdown and drawdown difference per log cycle of time. Then the values of u and W(u) are obtained from a special chart prepared by him and aquifer parameters are subsequently calculated. The method drawbacks are personal judgment in curve fitting, especially in drawing the tangent \[[@bib5]\] and requirement of special chart to calculate the values of $u$ and $W\left( u \right)$ \[[@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib12]\].

Khan (1982) proposed a solution for the Cooper-Jacob\'s method using the regression analysis of the time and drawdown data. It does not require construction of a graph, avoiding the error due to the personal judgment in curve fitting. The Khan\'s method, in spite of lack of this drawback \[[@bib6]\], still involves drawbacks as described in the Cooper-Jacob\'s method. The main question is considering the fraction of drawdown data to meet the condition for u \< 0.01, while any graph is not constructed.

Rai (1985) proposed a numerical solution based on the Chow\'s analytical method in which two or three successive drawdowns are selected to calculate aquifer parameters \[[@bib12]\]. The estimated aquifer parameters are acceptable when the method applied for the very-small time interval measurements during the pumping test \[[@bib7]\]. It also requires a specific graph or table to calculate f(u) and u values for each drawdown and its derivative \[[@bib9], [@bib12]\].

Sen (1986) developed a slope-matching solution for the Theis\'s equation where the aquifer parameters for each time interval measurement are calculated using the slope of the logarithmic plot of drawdown versus time \[[@bib7], [@bib13]\]. The procedure requires calculating the values of $u$ and corresponding $w\left( u \right)$ using a prepared chart by Sen.

El Khatib (1987) suggested a solution based on the slope-matching method in which the logarithm of $tds/dt$ is plotted versus $1/t$, then the values of T and S are calculated using the intercept and slope of the fitted straight line, respectively \[[@bib14]\]. The method requires the computation of derivatives of discrete drawdowns with acceptable accuracy for reliable estimation of the parameters \[[@bib2], [@bib9]\].

Yeh (1987) used the non-linear least squares and finite-difference Newton\'s method to determine the aquifer parameters which requires an initial guess for T and S \[[@bib7]\]. The convergence problem may arise by applying deviated initial guess values \[[@bib3]\]. Additionally, their finite-difference implementations may give different results because the derivative expressions are not based on an analytical approach \[[@bib3], [@bib9]\].

Singh used early drawdown data $\left( {u \geq 0.01} \right)$ to determine the aquifer parameters using different methods \[[@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib15], [@bib18]\]. He used a derivative-based robust optimization method to identify the aquifer parameters under boundaries effect \[[@bib8]\] in which the convergence problem is common \[[@bib3]\]. Singh (2000, 2002) proposed solutions based on the peak determination of unimodal curves drawing through the early drawdown data without and under boundaries effect, respectively \[[@bib10], [@bib15]\]. He proposed a diagnostic unimodal curve solution, for early drawdowns, in year 2008 which requires curve matching with much less subjectively \[[@bib18]\]. Singh in his first publication in year 2001, used a temporal derivative of early drawdowns, similar to the El Khatib\'s solution, to calculate the aquifer parameters using the least-square optimization technique \[[@bib9]\]. Both Singh\'s methods proposed in years 2000 and 2001 were reduced to the Cooper-Jacob\'s method for late drawdowns $\left( {u \leq 0.01} \right)$ \[[@bib9], [@bib15]\]. The method\'s advantages include saving of time and money, no data corruption due to aquifer boundaries (except the methods developed later in year 2001 and that of 2002), no curve matching (except the method developed in year 2008), no initial guess of the parameters (except the method developed later in year 2001) or no special care to check for argument u (except the method developed in year 2001). Regarding the peak determination-based solutions, the personal judgment is involved due to drawing a smooth curve through a few points of early drawdowns. The accuracy of the estimated aquifer parameters depends on the accurate determination of the peak \[[@bib15]\]. A necessary condition for a peak to be identified is that at least one point should have $u > 0.4348$ \[[@bib10], [@bib15], [@bib18]\]. Therefore, the peak identification depends on the aquifer hydraulic parameters, pumping rate and distance of observation well from pumping well \[[@bib2]\].

Cimen (2008) proposed a slope-matching method in which the aquifer parameters are calculated for $u \leq 0.01$ via the trial and error procedure \[[@bib16]\]. It is necessary to continue the iterative computation until the relative error between the successive parameter estimations becomes less than 5% \[[@bib16]\]. The parameters are accurately estimated only when the time interval measurements are very small during the pumping period \[[@bib2]\]. Cimen (2009) also fitted a straight line through late drawdowns $\left( {u \leq 0.01} \right)$ using the Excel spreadsheet and calculated T and S by the slope and intercept of the fitted line, respectively \[[@bib2]\].

Copty et al. (2011) calculated the aquifer parameters for each pumping time using a technique based on the ratio of drawdown to the logarithmic derivative of drawdown in which the well function values and subsequently aquifer parameters are determined \[[@bib19]\]. Sahin (2016) used a radial basis function collection method to determine the aquifer parameters for each pumping time. The logarithmic differences between successive drawdown values of field data are identical to the same differences in the type curve when the perfect matching is achieved \[[@bib20]\].

Avci et al. (2013) presented diagnostic curves based on the incremental area method to identify the aquifer system and parameters \[[@bib17]\]. In their study, it was noted that the effectiveness of the proposed method depends on field data quality to ensure recognizable diagnostic plot generation and hydraulic parameter estimation and background data on the hydrogeology to eliminate non-uniqueness of the aquifer system identification. These restrictions are also applicable to the curve matching procedures as well as logarithmic time derivative-based diagnostic plot methodology \[[@bib17]\]. Finally, different optimization techniques such as genetic algorithm, extended Karman filter-based and artificial neural network are applied by researchers to estimate aquifer parameters \[[@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib26]\].

The aim of this paper is to present a simple method based on the time derivative of drawdown to estimate the aquifer parameters without any restricted applicability during the pumping test and overcome to the difficulties and subjectivities involved in available published methods.

2. Methodology {#sec2}
==============

Theis (1935) proposed an equation for the drawdown ŝ at an observation well due to the constant pumping rate of a fully-penetrated tube well in a homogeneous, isotropic and infinite areal extent confined aquifer.$$\widehat{\text{s}} = \frac{Q}{4\pi T}W\left( u \right)$$$$W\left( u \right) = - 0.577 - \ln\left( u \right) + u - \frac{u^{2}}{2.2!} + \frac{u^{3}}{3.3!} - \frac{u^{4}}{4.4!}\ \cdots$$$$u = \frac{r^{2}S}{4Tt}$$where in Eqs. [(1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and [(3)](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, ŝ is observed drawdown at observation well (m),$\ Q$ the constant pumping rate (m^3^/s), $r$ the distance of the observation well from pumping well (m),$\ t$ the time since pumping starts, $T$ the aquifer transmissivity,$\ S$ the storage coefficient of the aquifer and $W\left( u \right)$ is Theis well function.

The time derivative of drawdown is as follows:$$\frac{\partial s}{\partial t} = \frac{Q}{4\pi Tt}\left( {1 - u + \frac{u^{2}}{2!} - \frac{u^{3}}{3!} + \frac{u^{4}}{4!}\ \cdots} \right) = \frac{Q}{4\pi Tt}e^{- u}$$

Let\'s $\varphi = \frac{\partial s}{\partial t}$, $A = \frac{Q}{4\pi T}$ and $u = \frac{B}{t}$ where $B = \frac{r^{2}S}{4T}$, [Eq. (4)](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"} becomes:$$\varphi = \frac{A}{t}e^{\frac{- B}{t}}$$

The parameter$\ \varphi$ in [Eq. (5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"} relates non-linearly with pumping time $t$ where $A$ and $B$ are constant values. The least squares optimization approach can be applied to find the constant values of $A$ and $B$ in [Eq. (5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"} in which the objective function $\left( F \right)$ is minimizing the predicted and observed temporal derivative of drawdowns ([Eq. (6)](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"}).$$minimize\ F = {\sum_{i = 1}^{n}\left( {\varphi_{i} - \frac{A}{t_{i}}e^{\frac{- B}{t_{i}}}} \right)}^{2}$$where $n$ is the total number of time derivative of drawdowns $\left( \varphi \right)$.

The derivative of objective function ($F$) with respect to the constant values of $A$ and $B$ is zero $\left( {\frac{\partial F}{\partial A} = 0\text{~\!and~\!}\frac{\partial F}{\partial B} = 0} \right)$. Therefore, the values of $A$ and $B$ are calculated using Eqs. [(7)](#fd7){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(8)](#fd8){ref-type="disp-formula"}, respectively.$$A = exp\left\lbrack \frac{\sum^{}\left( \frac{1}{t} \right)^{2}\left( {\sum^{}ln\varphi + \sum^{}lnt} \right) - \sum^{}\frac{1}{t}\left( {\sum^{}\frac{ln\varphi}{t} + \sum^{}\frac{lnt}{t}} \right)}{n{{\sum\left( \frac{1}{t} \right)}^{}}^{2} - \left( {\sum^{}\frac{1}{t}} \right)^{2}} \right\rbrack$$$$B = \frac{nlnA - \sum^{}ln\varphi - \sum^{}lnt}{\sum^{}\frac{1}{t}}$$

After the constant values of $A$ and $B$ are calculated, the aquifer parameters $T$ and $S$ are estimated using Eqs. [(9)](#fd9){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(10)](#fd10){ref-type="disp-formula"}, respectively.$$T = \frac{Q}{4\pi A}$$$$S = \frac{BQ}{\pi Ar^{2}}$$

The parameters$\ \varphi$ and $t$ at each pumping test must be calculated from measured drawdown and pumping time data. For two consecutive time records $t_{i}$ and $t_{i + 1}$, the derivative time, ${\overline{t}}_{i}$, is calculated using [Eq. (11)](#fd11){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$\begin{matrix}
{{\overline{t}}_{i} = \frac{t_{i} + t_{i + 1}}{2}} & {i = 1,\ 2,\ 3,\ \ldots,\ N_{t} - 1} \\
\end{matrix}$$where $N_{t}$ is the number of time records.

For each drawdown ${\widehat{\text{s}}}_{i}$, the parameter$\ \varphi_{i}$ can be calculated using [Eq. (12)](#fd12){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$\begin{matrix}
{\varphi_{i} = \frac{s_{i + 1} - s_{i}}{t_{i + 1} - t_{i}}} & {i = 1,\ 2,\ 3,\ \ldots,\ N_{d} - 1} \\
\end{matrix}$$in which the $N_{d}$ is the number of drawdown records.

In this paper, the proposed derivative calculations are developed based on the analytical approach. Therefore, the time interval of measured drawdowns has a marginal effect on the parameters estimation.

Estimating the aquifer parameters,$\ T$ and $S$, using the proposed method requires the following procedure:1Calculate the parameter ${\overline{t}}_{i}$ using [Eq. (11)](#fd11){ref-type="disp-formula"} for each pumping time record.2Calculate the parameter $\varphi_{i}$ using [Eq. (12)](#fd12){ref-type="disp-formula"} for each drawdown record.3Calculate the constant values of $A$ and $B$ using Eqs. [(7)](#fd7){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(8)](#fd8){ref-type="disp-formula"}, respectively.4Calculate the aquifer parameters,$\ T$ and $S$, using Eqs. [(9)](#fd9){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(10)](#fd10){ref-type="disp-formula"}, respectively.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

Three pumping test data sets are used in this study to validate the applicability and accuracy of the proposed method. Set 1 is synthetic data in which the drawdown is theoretically calculated at an observation well near a tube well with constant pumping rate inside a confined aquifer. Set 2 is the published data from page 166 of Todd and Larry \[[@bib27]\]. This published data has been frequently used in the literature to compare the results of different methods in estimating aquifer parameters. Set 3 is field data due to measuring the drawdown at an observation well within a confined aquifer.

3.1. Set 1: synthetic data {#sec3.1}
--------------------------

A homogenous and isotropic confined aquifer is assumed to be sandwiched between two impermeable clay layers ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The aquifer thickness and initial piezometric head over the aquifer are 25 and 50 m, respectively. The aquifer storage coefficient is selected as 0.05 and the hydraulic conductivity (K) of the aquifer as 100 m/d (0.069444 m/min), leading to the transmissivity of 2500 m^2^/d (1.7361 m^2^/min). A rectangular area with dimensions of 4 km is selected to satisfy the condition of infinite areal extent for the aquifer. The fully-penetrated pumping tube well is situated in the center which pumped by a constant rate of 14400 m^3^/d (10 m^3^/min). An observation well is located at a distance of 50 m from the pumping well ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The groundwater flow is numerically simulated using MODFLOW based on the finite-difference method in which the horizontal flow system (areal extent) is divided into 5-m dimensional grid cells ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The stress period for groundwater simulation is set to be 0.5 min.Fig. 1The schematic diagram of the confined aquifer and locations of the pumping and observation wells in groundwater numerical modeling induced by the pumping test.Fig. 1

The measured drawdowns may contain a noise during real pumping tests due to measurement errors, heterogeneity or discharge variations \[[@bib20], [@bib28]\]. The normally distributed observational errors (noise) up to $$ are randomly added to the theoretical drawdowns to mimic the natural conditions in synthetic pumping test data ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) \[[@bib29]\]. The derivative calculations for aquifer parameters estimation are also presented in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. The calculated parameters are $\sum^{}\left( \frac{1}{t} \right) = 0.3256,\sum^{}\left( \frac{1}{t} \right)^{2} = 0.025,\ \sum^{}lnt = 79.82,\ \sum^{}\frac{lnt}{t} = 0.9687,\sum^{}Ln\varphi = - 100.34\text{,~\!and~\!}\sum^{}\frac{ln\varphi}{t} = - 1.682$. Therefore, the constant values of $A$ and $B$ are 0.385 and 16.128, respectively. Accordingly, the aquifer parameters of$\ T$ and $S$ are 2977 m^2^/d (2.067 m^2^/min) and 0.053, respectively.Table 1The synthetic pumping test data (Set 1) and related derivative calculations.Table 1$i$$t$(min)$s$(m)${\overline{t}}_{i}$$\frac{1}{{\overline{t}}_{i}}$$\left( \frac{1}{{\overline{t}}_{i}} \right)^{2}$$Ln\ {\overline{t}}_{i}$$\frac{Ln\ {\overline{t}}_{i}}{{\overline{t}}_{i}}$$\varphi_{i}$$Ln\ \varphi_{i}$$\frac{Ln\ \varphi_{i}}{{\overline{t}}_{i}}$150.00277.50.13333330.01777782.0149030.26865370.00556-5.1921572-0.69228762100.0305150.06666670.00444442.70805020.18053670.0084-4.7795236-0.31863493200.1145250.040.00163.21887580.1287550.00917-4.691818-0.18767274300.2062400.0250.0006253.68887950.0922220.008335-4.7872918-0.11968235500.3729600.01666670.00027784.09434460.06823910.004095-5.4979886-0.09163316700.4548850.01176470.00013844.44265130.05226650.00566-5.1743314-0.060874571000.62461250.0080.0000644.82831370.03862650.00288-5.849965-0.046799781500.76861750.00571433.265E-055.1647860.02951310.001874-6.2796801-0.035883992000.86232250.00444441.975E-055.41610040.02407160.001656-6.4033502-0.0284593102500.94512750.00363641.322E-055.61677110.02042460.002782-5.8845852-0.0213985113001.08423500.00285718.163E-065.85793320.0167370.000347-7.9661858-0.0227605124001.11894500.00222224.938E-066.10924760.01357610.001955-6.2373651-0.0138608135001.31445500.00181823.306E-066.30991830.01147260.000155-8.7720854-0.0159492146001.32996500.00153852.367E-066.47697240.00996460.000388-7.8545052-0.0120839157001.36878500.00117651.384E-066.74523630.00793560.000671-7.3067414-0.00859621610001.5712500.00086.4E-077.13089880.00570470.0004688-7.6653343-0.00613231715001.8044\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\--∑\-\-\-\-\--0.32563890.025013879.8238820.9686992\-\--100.34291-1.6827095

The result of the proposed method is compared to ten published methods. The root-mean-square error (rms error) of drawdown ([Eq. (13)](#fd13){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is used to compare the estimation accuracy of the proposed method with available methods \[[@bib30]\].$$rms\ error = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i = 1}^{N}\left( {S_{i}^{\ast} - S_{i}} \right)^{2}}{N}}$$where the $s^{\ast}$ and $s$ are the predicted and measured drawdowns, respectively and $N$ is the number of measured drawdowns.

Four methods of Theis, Chow, Sen and El Khatib associated with the proposed method are applicable for the entire pumping period to estimate the aquifer parameters, but remaining methods are applicable only for specific pumping times ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). However the methods of Cooper-Jacob, Khan and Cimen \[[@bib2], [@bib16]\] are applicable for$\ t > 1800$ min, the aquifer parameters are estimated using a portion of data which are graphically fitted on a straight line. The Singh\'s methods \[[@bib9], [@bib15]\] are applicable for$\ t < 1800$ min. The aquifer parameter estimation using these methods which are applicable for specific pumping times is time-consuming and tedious because a trial and error is required to identify the fraction of pumping data which meet the applicability of the method, i.e., specified condition for argument $u$.Table 2The estimated aquifer parameters and relevant errors using proposed method and different published methods in synthetic data set (Set 1).Table 2MethodApplicabilityT (m^2^/d)T Error (%)K (m/d)K Error (%)SS Error (%)rms errorProposed methodAll data297718.28119.0818.280.0536.000.122Theis, 1935All data25170.00100.680.000.050.000.028Cooper-Jacob, 1946$t > 1800$ min284312.95113.7212.950.03726.000.061Chow, 1952All data26595.64106.365.640.050.000.044Khan, 1982$t > 1800$ min284312.95113.7212.950.03726.000.061Sen, 1986All data442475.76176.9675.760.05612.000.335El Khatib, 1987All data299719.07119.8819.070.05510.000.136Singh, 2000$t < 1800$ min198920.9879.5620.980.0484.000.181Singh, 2001$t < 1800$ min342336.00136.9236.000.07142.000.273Cimen, 2008$t > 1800$ min295617.44118.2417.440.0492.000.097Cimen, 2009$t > 1800$ min284312.95113.7212.950.03726.000.061

The methods of Theis and Sen have minimum (0.028) and maximum (0.335) rms errors, respectively ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). The rms error of the proposed method is 0.122. The minimum and maximum $T$ values are estimated to be 1989 and 4424 m^2^/d using methods of the Singh \[[@bib15]\] and Sen, respectively ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). The estimated hydraulic conductivity (K) also varies from 79.56 m/d in Singh\'s \[[@bib15]\] method to 176.96 m/d in Sen\'s method ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). The proposed method estimates the K value as 119.08 m/d. The S value is estimated by 0.053 using the proposed method within a range of estimation by 0.037--0.071 using other methods ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). The Theis\'s method is considered as a benchmark solution and estimated aquifer parameters using other methods are compared to those values in Theis\'s solution. The percentage errors of T, S and K parameters are shown in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. The T error varies from 5.64% in Chow\'s method to 75.76% in Sen\'s method. The T error is 18.28% in the proposed method. The range of the K error is also similar to the range of T error. The S error also varies from zero (Chow\'s method) to 42% (Singh\'s method) in which the S error is 6% in the proposed method. The results of the synthetic data set show that the proposed method can be used to estimate the aquifer parameters reliably without time-restricted applicability and requiring special charts.

3.2. Set 2: published data {#sec3.2}
--------------------------

This data set was published on page 166 of Todd and Larry \[[@bib27]\]. A fully-penetrated tube well in a confined aquifer is discharged with a constant rate of 2500 m^3^/d (1.736 m^3^/min). The drawdowns are measured during the pumping period of 240 min at an observation well located 60 m away from the pumping well ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}) \[[@bib27]\]. The calculated parameters are $\ {\sum\left( \frac{1}{t} \right)}^{} = 3.565,{{\sum\left( \frac{1}{t} \right)}^{}}^{2} = 1.517,\ \sum^{}lnt = 70.8,\ \sum^{}\frac{lnt}{t} = 4.137,\sum^{}Ln\varphi = - 113.55\text{~\!and~\!}\sum^{}\frac{ln\varphi}{t} = - 10.717$ for this pumping test ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}).Table 3The published pumping test data (Set 2) from page 166 of Todd and Larry \[[@bib27]\] and related derivative calculations.Table 3$i$$t$(min)$s$(m)${\overline{t}}_{i}$$\frac{1}{{\overline{t}}_{i}}$$\left( \frac{1}{{\overline{t}}_{i}} \right)^{2}$$Ln\ {\overline{t}}_{i}$$\frac{Ln\ {\overline{t}}_{i}}{{\overline{t}}_{i}}$$\varphi_{i}$$Ln\ \varphi_{i}$$\frac{Ln\ \varphi_{i}}{{\overline{t}}_{i}}$110.21.250.80.640.22314360.17851480.14-1.9661129-1.572890321.50.271.750.57142860.32653060.55961580.31978050.06-2.8134107-1.6076633320.32.250.44444440.19753090.81093020.36041340.08-2.5257286-1.122546142.50.342.750.36363640.13223141.01160090.36785490.06-2.8134107-1.0230584530.373.50.28571430.08163271.2527630.35793230.04-3.2188758-0.9196788640.414.50.22222220.04938271.50407740.33423940.04-3.2188758-0.7153057750.455.50.18181820.03305791.70474810.30995420.03-3.5065579-0.637556860.4870.14285710.02040821.94591010.27798720.025-3.6888795-0.5269828980.5390.11111110.01234572.19722460.24413610.02-3.912023-0.434669210100.57110.09090910.00826452.39789530.21799050.015-4.1997051-0.381791411120.6130.07692310.00591722.56494940.19730380.015-4.1997051-0.323054212140.63160.06250.00390632.77258870.17328680.01-4.6051702-0.287823113180.67210.0476190.00226763.04452240.14497730.0083333-4.7874917-0.227975814240.72270.0370370.00137173.29583690.1220680.0066667-5.0106353-0.185579115300.76350.02857140.00081633.55534810.10158140.005-5.2983174-0.151380516400.81450.02222220.00049383.80666250.08459250.004-5.5214609-0.122699117500.85550.01818180.00033064.00733320.07286060.005-5.2983174-0.09633318600.9700.01428570.00020414.24849520.06069280.0015-6.5022902-0.092889919800.93900.01111110.00012354.49980970.04999790.0015-6.5022902-0.0722477201000.961100.00909098.264E-054.70048040.04273160.002-6.2146081-0.05649642112011350.00740745.487E-054.90527480.03633540.0013333-6.6200732-0.0490376221501.041650.00606063.673E-055.10594550.03094510.001-6.9077553-0.0418652231801.071950.00512822.63E-055.27299960.0270410.001-6.9077553-0.0354244242101.12250.00444441.975E-055.41610040.02407160.0006667-7.3132204-0.0325032252401.12\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\--∑\-\-\-\-\--3.56472441.517035770.8042564.1372889\-\--113.55267-10.717451

The constants $A$ and $B$ are 0.1744 and 0.2336, respectively, leading to the estimated$\ T$ and $S$ values by 1141 m^2^/d and 0.00020, respectively ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}). The aquifer parameters are also calculated using ten published methods ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}). The Singh\'s method \[[@bib15]\] is not applicable to estimate the aquifer parameters in this data set because the peak of the fitted curve through early drawdowns $\left( {t < 23\mspace{9mu}\text{min}} \right)$ cannot be determined. A necessary condition for a peak to be identified is that at least one point should have $u > 0.4348$ \[[@bib10], [@bib15], [@bib18]\]. Though the argument $u$ in early drawdowns $\left( {t < 23\mspace{9mu}\text{min}} \right)$ is greater than 0.01, the maximum value is still less than 0.4348.Table 4The comparison between estimated aquifer parameters and relevant errors using proposed method and different methods in published data set (Set 2).Table 4MethodApplicabilityT (m^2^/d)T Error (%)K (m/d)K Error (%)SS Error (%)rms errorProposed methodAll data11410.26\-\-\--0.0002000.009Theis, 1935All data11380.00\-\-\--0.0002000.007Cooper-Jacob, 1946$t > 23$ min11440.53\-\-\--0.0001950.005Chow, 1952All data11601.93\-\-\--0.0002000.017Khan, 1982$t > 23$ min11501.05\-\-\--0.00018100.009Sen, 1986All data12338.35\-\-\--0.0002000.05El Khatib, 1987All data11440.53\-\-\--0.0002150.017Singh, 2000$t < 23$ min\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\--Singh, 2001$t < 23$ min12065.98\-\-\--0.00022100.053Cimen, 2008$t > 23$ min11480.88\-\-\--0.0001950.006Cimen, 2009$t > 23$ min11480.88\-\-\--0.0001950.006

The rms error is 0.017, 0.05, 0.017 and 0.053 in methods of Chow, Sen, EL Khatib and Singh \[[@bib9]\], respectively, and is less than 0.01 in proposed method and other methods. The lowest (0.00018) and highest (0.00022) $S$ values are estimated using Khan\'s \[[@bib6]\] and Singh\'s \[[@bib9]\] methods, respectively. Different methods estimate a variety of $T$ values. The minimum (1138 m^2^/d) and maximum (1233 m^2^/d) values are estimated using Theis\'s \[[@bib4]\] and Sen\'s \[[@bib13]\] methods, respectively. The methods of Cooper-Jacob, El Khatib and the present study (proposed method) estimate the $\ T$ value as about 1141 m^2^/d but the other methods estimate it with some departure from this value. The hydraulic conductivity (K) of the aquifer is not estimated in this data set due to unknown aquifer thickness in the problem. The percentage errors of T and S parameters are shown in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}. The T error varies from 0.26% in proposed method to 8.35% in Sen\'s method. The proposed method has the lowest T error in this data set. The S error also varies from zero in Sen\'s, Chow\'s and proposed methods to 10% in Khan\'s and Singh\'s methods. The errors comparison between proposed and ten published methods shows that the proposed method reliably estimates the aquifer parameters.

3.3. Set 3: field data {#sec3.3}
----------------------

The alluvial Shiraz\'s aquifer is located in Fars providence, southern Iran ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). It consists of Quaternary coarse alluviums (sand and gravel) mainly surrounded by Oligo-Miocene carbonates (karstic Asmari and Jahrum Formations), Miocene marls (Razak Formation) and Plio-Pleistocene conglomerates (Bakhtyari Formation). The groundwater flow direction in Shiraz\'s aquifer is generally NW-SE. This aquifer is unconfined in northern and central regions but convert to the confined type in south and southeastern regions due to the presence of some interbedded clay layers \[[@bib31]\]. The thickness of the alluvial aquifer varies from 10 to 500 m over the study area, resulting in a spatially-averaged thickness of 115 m \[[@bib32]\]. A pumping test is performed at the southeastern of the Shiraz\'s aquifer, Vazirabad region, where the aquifer is confined ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The aquifer consists of 45-m thick clayey sands and gravels in this region, underlying by a 60-m thick clay layer. The fully-penetrated pumping well and piezometer are drilled up to 120 m and screened for the portion of the aquifer. The water table depth is about 4.52 m around the pumping well before pump turns on and increases up to 23.5 and 10.28 m in pumping well and piezometer, respectively, at the end of pumping test, leading to corresponding drawdown of 18.98 and 5.76 m, respectively \[[@bib33]\].Fig. 2The geological map of the alluvial Shiraz\'s aquifer, locations of the pumping (PW) and observation (OW) wells, aquifer lithology and water table depth during the pumping test in field data set.Fig. 2

The pumping test with a constant discharge rate of 3888 m^3^/d (2.7 m^3^/min) is performed during in 270 min \[[@bib33]\]. The drawdown is measured at an observation well located at 51 m from the pumping well ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}). The calculated parameters are $\ {\sum\left( \frac{1}{t} \right)}^{} = 2.577,\sum^{}\left( \frac{1}{t} \right)^{2} = 0.828,\ \sum^{}lnt = 99.39,\ \sum^{}\frac{lnt}{t} = 4.028,\sum^{}Ln\varphi = - 100.225\text{,~\!and~\!}\sum^{}\frac{ln\varphi}{t} = - 4.537$ for the field data ([Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}). Therefore, the constants $A$ and $B$ are 1.036 and 0.726, respectively, leading to estimating $T$ and $S$ values as 299 m^2^/d and 0.00023, respectively ([Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"}).Table 5The field pumping test data (Set 3) and related derivative calculations.Table 5$i$$t$(min)$s$(m)${\overline{t}}_{i}$$\frac{1}{{\overline{t}}_{i}}$$\left( \frac{1}{{\overline{t}}_{i}} \right)^{2}$$Ln\ {\overline{t}}_{i}$$\frac{Ln\ {\overline{t}}_{i}}{{\overline{t}}_{i}}$$\varphi_{i}$$Ln\ \varphi_{i}$$\frac{Ln\ \varphi_{i}}{{\overline{t}}_{i}}$110.581.50.66666670.44444440.40546510.27031010.51-0.6733446-0.4488964221.092.50.40.160.91629070.36651630.27-1.3093333-0.5237333331.363.50.28571430.08163271.2527630.35793230.22-1.5141277-0.4326079441.584.50.22222220.04938271.50407740.33423940.2-1.6094379-0.3576529551.785.50.18181820.03305791.70474810.30995420.17-1.7719568-0.322174661.9570.14285710.02040821.94591010.27798720.095-2.3538784-0.3362683782.1490.11111110.01234572.19722460.24413610.12-2.1202635-0.23558488102.38110.09090910.00826452.39789530.21799050.08-2.5257286-0.22961179122.5413.50.07407410.0054872.60268970.19279180.0633333-2.7593435-0.204395810152.7316.50.06060610.00367312.80336040.16990060.0633333-2.7593435-0.167232911182.92200.050.00252.99573230.14978660.055-2.9004221-0.145021112223.14240.04166670.00173613.17805380.13241890.04-3.2188758-0.134119813263.3280.03571430.00127553.33220450.11900730.0325-3.4265152-0.122375514303.4332.50.03076920.00094673.48124010.10711510.032-3.4420194-0.105908315353.5937.50.02666670.00071113.62434090.09664910.026-3.6496587-0.097324216403.7242.50.02352940.00055363.74950410.08822360.026-3.6496587-0.085874317453.8547.50.02105260.00044323.86072970.08127850.02-3.912023-0.082358418503.95550.01818180.00033064.00733320.07286060.018-4.0173835-0.073043319604.13650.01538460.00023674.17438730.06422130.017-4.0745419-0.062685320704.3750.01333330.00017784.31748810.05756650.014-4.2686979-0.05691621804.44850.01176470.00013844.44265130.05226650.011-4.50986-0.053057222904.55950.01052630.00011084.55387690.04793550.011-4.50986-0.0474722231004.661100.00909098.26E-054.70048040.04273160.01-4.6051702-0.0418652241204.861300.00769235.92E-054.86753450.03744260.009-4.7105307-0.0362349251405.041500.00666674.44E-055.01063530.03340420.007-4.9618451-0.033079261605.181700.00588243.46E-055.13579840.03021060.006-5.1159958-0.0300941271805.31950.00512822.63E-055.27299960.0270410.006-5.1159958-0.0262359282105.482250.00444441.98E-055.41610040.02407160.0043333-5.4414182-0.0241841292405.612550.00392161.54E-055.54126350.02173040.005-5.2983174-0.0207777302705.76\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\--∑\-\-\-\-\--2.5773950.828138999.3927794.0277201\-\--100.22555-4.5367845Table 6The estimated aquifer parameters and relevant errors using proposed method and different published methods in field data set (Set 3).Table 6MethodApplicabilityT (m^2^/d)T Error (%)K (m/d)K Error (%)SS Error (%)rms errorProposed methodAll data2991.976.6441.970.0002327.780.179Theis, 1935All data3050.006.7770.000.000180.000.047Cooper-Jacob, 1946$t > 56$ min2875.906.3775.900.0002327.780.111Chow, 1952All data2895.256.4225.250.000211.110.106Khan, 1982$t > 56$ min2875.906.3775.900.0002327.780.111Sen, 1986All data3235.907.1775.900.000195.560.199El Khatib, 1987All data2982.306.6222.300.0002538.890.251Singh, 2000$t < 56$ min24619.345.46619.340.0001611.110.82Singh, 2001$t < 56$ min3339.187.4009.180.0002538.890.513Cimen, 2008$t > 56$ min2895.256.4225.250.0002222.220.091Cimen, 2009$t > 56$min2875.906.3775.900.0002327.780.111

The rms error is greater than 0.1 in all methods, except in Theis\'s \[[@bib4]\] and Cimen\'s \[[@bib16]\] methods in which the rms error is 0.047 and 0.091, respectively. The rms error varies from 0.047 in Theis\'s \[[@bib4]\] to 0.82 in Singh\'s \[[@bib15]\] method. The proposed method has an rms error of 0.179. The $S$ value is estimated in a wide range using different methods. The Singh\'s method \[[@bib15]\] estimates minimum value (0.00016) and methods of El Khatib \[[@bib14]\] and Singh \[[@bib9]\] estimate maximum value (0.00025). The T value is also estimated in a wide range, varying from 246 m^2^/d in Singh\'s \[[@bib15]\] method to 333 m^2^/d in Singh\'s \[[@bib9]\] method. The estimated hydraulic conductivity (K) also varies from 5.466 m/d in Singh\'s \[[@bib15]\] method to 7.4 m/d in Singh\'s \[[@bib9]\] method ([Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"}). The T error varies from 1.97% in proposed method to 19.34% in Singh\'s \[[@bib15]\] method. The range of the K error is also similar to the range of T error. The S error also varies from 5.56% in Sen\'s method to 38.89% in El Khatib\'s and Singh\'s \[[@bib9]\] methods. The S error is 27.78% in the proposed method.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

The estimated aquifer parameters, i.e., T and S, represent an average value over the cone of depression. Therefore, the estimated values in a homogenous and isotopic aquifer are independent of size and location of the cone as it evolves. The aquifer is not homogenous and isotropic in natural conditions and estimated parameters represent an average value over the cone of depression and influenced by the location, size and degree of heterogeneity as the cone of depression evolves \[[@bib3], [@bib34], [@bib35]\]. The studies indicate that the $T$ and $S$ parameters in heterogeneous aquifers vary with time at early pumping times, but stabilize at late pumping times \[[@bib3], [@bib34], [@bib35]\]. This may an advantage for the methods that use the late-drawdowns of the pumping test for parameter estimation, however, they omit representative characteristics of the depression cone at early pumping times. The drawdown data at late pumping times may suffer from boundary effect \[[@bib9]\]. Though, the methods that use early drawdown data of the pumping test may be not affected by a hydrogeological boundary, but may be affected by gravel pack, well screen and storage, and the drawdown may not follow the Theis solution \[[@bib9]\]. In the lack of the aforementioned issues, the estimated aquifer parameters still show the representative characteristics of the depression cone only near the pumping well due to early-drawdown data analysis. In summary, the estimated aquifer parameters using either early or late drawdown data may suffer from different drawbacks and omit the representative characteristics of a portion of the depression cone. Therefore, the aquifer parameters that are estimated using all drawdown data seems to be more reliable in natural heterogeneous conditions due to incorporation of all representative characteristic of the depression cone.

The rms error and percentage errors of T and S in Tables [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, and [6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} indicate that these errors are generally less in those methods that use all drawdown data than those use late or early drawdown data for aquifer parameter estimation. However, the rms error and percentage errors of T and S among the methods that use all drawdowns also differ due to the method of solution. The errors comparison between methods that use early drawdowns with those use late drawdowns indicate that the errors are lower in the late drawdown-based methods. Therefore, the methods use early drawdowns for aquifer parameter estimation may be not trustable for reliable results.

The rms errors and percentage errors of the aquifer parameters (T and S) in published data set (Set 2) is very low for all methods, comparing to the other two data sets. This is probably due to the lower degree of heterogeneity of the aquifer in data set 2 and higher degree of heterogeneity in other data sets. The synthetic real drawdown data (drawdown without noise) in data set 1 is used to estimate the aquifer parameters using proposed method and other published methods to assess the effect of heterogeneity of the aquifer on parameter estimation. The synthetic drawdown data without noise shows the real homogenous and isotropic aquifer. The aquifer parameters (T and S) are estimated using all methods and results indicate that the estimated values are identical in all methods with an error of estimation less than 0.5%. The 0.5% error is due to the rounding numbers in numerical calculations and also requiring exact values for the defined functions $\left( {w\left( u \right)\text{,~\!}F\left( u \right)\text{,~\!}u} \right)$ in some methods. When an aquifer is homogenous and isotropic, the aquifer parameters are independent of the size and location of the depression cone and subsequently pumping time. Therefore, all methods, independent of using either early, late or all drawdowns, estimate the same values for aquifer parameters.

5. Conclusions {#sec5}
==============

The pumping tests are commonly used to estimate the transmissivity and storage coefficient of the aquifers which are principal parameters in aquifer modeling and management. In this study, a simple derivative-based method is presented based on the least squares optimization technique to estimate the confined aquifer parameters. The presented method has the following advantages:iThe aquifer parameters can be estimated via numerical calculations performed in a table and further using the developed equations. It does not need any especial instrument or computer for parameter estimation because the numerical calculations can be simply performed in a calculator, making able the on-site parameter estimation.iiThe method is applicable for the entire drawdown data during the pumping period and not restricted to specific pumping times. Consequently, it does not require to check the condition for argument $u$.iiiIt does not require curve matching, construction of a graph, initial guess of the parameters and values of the $w\left( u \right)$ and $u$.ivThe rms error of estimation is acceptable for the proposed method comparing to the available methods.vThe time interval of measurements has a marginal effect on the parameter estimation due to the analytical basis of the derivative calculations.
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